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CHAPTER 1
PREFACE
I am a 51 year old average American dude… I have a varied employment history which includes
positions ranging from Laborer to Supervisor to CEO. I’ve learned a lot through my working years. I
am no different than any other American. We have all been told that life is not fair. One day I realized
that maybe life isn’t fair, but I also know when there’s a boot on my throat, that has nothing to do with
fair or unfair.
Over time I have become a master of problem recognition and process resolution to fix found
problems. I do have an extra large touch of OCD and I am quite anal retentive with a Perfectionist’s
gene. I notice everything and I find a way to use it all. I am a sponge for any information I can get into
my head, regardless of topic.
This manuscript hurts to write. It is an opinionated description of the hows and whys of what has been
going on in America for way too long based on my assessment of today’s political arena. Our country
has been taken over by politicians who believe they outrank the God that gave us our rights and they
are treating us worse than King George treated our ancestors. I will explain how our government was
taken over before their attempted overthrow of our “visible” government, they already run the shadow
government. I will prove our government is worse than King George and the once greatest Empire in
world history. I will show that We The People are victims of everything from fraud to massive theft
and corruption beyond comprehension including unmistakable Treason.

CHAPTER 2
Original Documents
I know for many it has been a while since they have read the Declaration of Independence. So here is a
transcription for you to refresh your memory before we get started.
In Congress, July 4, 1776.
The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united States of America, When in the Course of human
events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them
with another, and to assume among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the
Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of
Happiness.--That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just
powers from the consent of the governed, --That whenever any Form of Government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new
Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to
them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that
Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly all
experience hath shewn, that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to
right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But when a long train of
abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under
absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such Government, and to provide new
Guards for their future security.--Such has been the patient sufferance of these Colonies; and such is
now the necessity which constrains them to alter their former Systems of Government. The history of
the present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having in direct
object the establishment of an absolute Tyranny over these States. To prove this, let Facts be submitted
to a candid world.
He has refused his Assent to Laws, the most wholesome and necessary for the public good.
He has forbidden his Governors to pass Laws of immediate and pressing importance, unless suspended
in their operation till his Assent should be obtained; and when so suspended, he has utterly neglected to
attend to them.
He has refused to pass other Laws for the accommodation of large districts of people, unless those
people would relinquish the right of Representation in the Legislature, a right inestimable to them and
formidable to tyrants only.
He has called together legislative bodies at places unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the
depository of their public Records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing them into compliance with his
measures.
He has dissolved Representative Houses repeatedly, for opposing with manly firmness his invasions on
the rights of the people.

He has refused for a long time, after such dissolutions, to cause others to be elected; whereby the
Legislative powers, incapable of Annihilation, have returned to the People at large for their exercise;
the State remaining in the mean time exposed to all the dangers of invasion from without, and
convulsions within.
He has endeavoured to prevent the population of these States; for that purpose obstructing the Laws for
Naturalization of Foreigners; refusing to pass others to encourage their migrations hither, and raising
the conditions of new Appropriations of Lands.
He has obstructed the Administration of Justice, by refusing his Assent to Laws for establishing
Judiciary powers.
He has made Judges dependent on his Will alone, for the tenure of their offices, and the amount and
payment of their salaries.
He has erected a multitude of New Offices, and sent hither swarms of Officers to harrass our people,
and eat out their substance.
He has kept among us, in times of peace, Standing Armies without the Consent of our legislatures.
He has affected to render the Military independent of and superior to the Civil power.
He has combined with others to subject us to a jurisdiction foreign to our constitution, and
unacknowledged by our laws; giving his Assent to their Acts of pretended Legislation:
For Quartering large bodies of armed troops among us:
For protecting them, by a mock Trial, from punishment for any Murders which they should commit on
the Inhabitants of these States:
For cutting off our Trade with all parts of the world:
For imposing Taxes on us without our Consent:
For depriving us in many cases, of the benefits of Trial by Jury:
For transporting us beyond Seas to be tried for pretended offences
For abolishing the free System of English Laws in a neighbouring Province, establishing therein an
Arbitrary government, and enlarging its Boundaries so as to render it at once an example and fit
instrument for introducing the same absolute rule into these Colonies:
For taking away our Charters, abolishing our most valuable Laws, and altering fundamentally the
Forms of our Governments:
For suspending our own Legislatures, and declaring themselves invested with power to legislate for us
in all cases whatsoever.

He has abdicated Government here, by declaring us out of his Protection and waging War against us.
He has plundered our seas, ravaged our Coasts, burnt our towns, and destroyed the lives of our people.
He is at this time transporting large Armies of foreign Mercenaries to compleat the works of death,
desolation and tyranny, already begun with circumstances of Cruelty & perfidy scarcely paralleled in
the most barbarous ages, and totally unworthy the Head of a civilized nation.
He has constrained our fellow Citizens taken Captive on the high Seas to bear Arms against their
Country, to become the executioners of their friends and Brethren, or to fall themselves by their Hands.
He has excited domestic insurrections amongst us, and has endeavoured to bring on the inhabitants of
our frontiers, the merciless Indian Savages, whose known rule of warfare, is an undistinguished
destruction of all ages, sexes and conditions.
In every stage of these Oppressions We have Petitioned for Redress in the most humble terms: Our
repeated Petitions have been answered only by repeated injury. A Prince whose character is thus
marked by every act which may define a Tyrant, is unfit to be the ruler of a free people.
Nor have We been wanting in attentions to our Brittish brethren. We have warned them from time to
time of attempts by their legislature to extend an unwarrantable jurisdiction over us. We have reminded
them of the circumstances of our emigration and settlement here. We have appealed to their native
justice and magnanimity, and we have conjured them by the ties of our common kindred to disavow
these usurpations, which, would inevitably interrupt our connections and correspondence. They too
have been deaf to the voice of justice and of consanguinity. We must, therefore, acquiesce in the
necessity, which denounces our Separation, and hold them, as we hold the rest of mankind, Enemies in
War, in Peace Friends.
We, therefore, the Representatives of the united States of America, in General Congress, Assembled,
appealing to the Supreme Judge of the world for the rectitude of our intentions, do, in the Name, and by
Authority of the good People of these Colonies, solemnly publish and declare, That these United
Colonies are, and of Right ought to be Free and Independent States; that they are Absolved from all
Allegiance to the British Crown, and that all political connection between them and the State of Great
Britain, is and ought to be totally dissolved; and that as Free and Independent States, they have full
Power to levy War, conclude Peace, contract Alliances, establish Commerce, and to do all other Acts
and Things which Independent States may of right do. And for the support of this Declaration, with a
firm reliance on the protection of divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each other our Lives, our
Fortunes and our sacred Honor.1

1 Retrieved from https://www.archives.gov/founding-docs/declaration-transcript, July 2, 2021

CHAPTER 3
Charge 1 against King George
Assent to Law
He has refused his Assent to Laws, the most wholesome and necessary for the public good.
There is a reason why the Forefathers placed the Assent to Law at the top of their grievance list.
Without a strong and valid Legal System no nation has a chance at survival. No grievances can be
addressed and Justice for these perceived grievances comes on the street level. As with the collapse of
the former Soviet Union, many criminal entities were positioned to take over the nation with a crime
based economy.
Today, We the People are not able to get strong and effective laws. If we do get strong laws we have
been shown repeatedly that those laws only apply to or are misapplied to We the People. The needs of
Special Interests and tyrannical minded party loyal politicians have long over ridden the needs of We
the People with intentional gray areas in laws that employers, businesses and even government use
against us.
If we had a fair, just and equal judicial system it would not matter. As we have learned from 2015 till
now and probably beyond 2020; our Justice System has been corrupted. The most heinous crimes,
crimes against the Country, betrayal of the public trust, are not prosecuted, they are encouraged and
rewarded with multi million dollar lifetime government jobs. There is a bold faced bureaucratic coup
well under way against the choices and needs of the people. They ignore some law breaking and
prosecute others to the fullest extent of the law with manufactured evidence and perjury traps.
General Flynn ended up on a dangerous path when he discovered and challenged Obama on offering
aid and comfort to Radical Islamic groups that were waging war against our troops and allies around
the world. They “adjusted” evidence against him and used that evidence to steal every cent of equity
he had built in his life. When the illegal activity was discovered and disclosed another problem was
manufactured against General Flynn.
The Department of Justice dismissed the charges against him and a Judge decided not to comply and
attempted to create new charges of Perjury against him even though he only plead guilty because he
had run out of funds to continue defending himself against the manufactured charges against him. He
had no chance to escape the multiple traps plotted against him because he had first hand knowledge
against Obama of Treasonous behavior. He was unable to not run a foul of the law. This prosecution
method was deemed unconstitutional in the final decision regarding The Marijuana Tax Act. He lost
his home and his life savings because of this Malicious Prosecution. I refer to this practice as Theft of
Equity. It is a type of Economic Warfare. Our government is restricted from waging any form of War
against We The People due to King George waging all forms of war against our Forefathers.
We found out in March 2015 that Hillary Clinton had received a subpoena for her illegal e-mail server
but used the demands of the subpoena as a checklist for things to destroy. Mrs. Clinton’s reputation
proceeds her and not all of her employees were loyal and some knew to have insurance. Huma Abedin
had made copies of her server and e-mails that were recovered later on Anthony Weiner’s laptop. Not a

hint of serious investigation or possible prosecution was ever mentioned. There is a strong opinion
held by many that Mrs. Clinton was selling access to her server and the classified materials stored on it.
We’re seeing city after city putting in extremely liberal Prosecutors and Attorney Generals of blue
states and cities. They are blatantly disregarding the crimes of the left and its supporters while over
prosecuting or manufacturing prosecutions against people who do not support their way of thinking.
Misdemeanor crimes are being legalized or overlooked. Thefts, assaults, robberies, car jackings,
looting and gun related crimes. Some cities are defunding their police even in spite of these dangerous
crime numbers and the burning of some towns. Assent to law requires our Elected Officials to not
ignore the law.
When an American citizen steps up, runs for office and promises to clean up corruption for real, we
now see that they will be destroyed by the systematic and abusive misuse of governmental power. This
imbalance only proves one thing, that they have no valid claim to upholding the law and they can not,
in good legal conscience, prosecute anyone in the spirit of Equal Protection.
Our tax laws are even worse than our criminal laws. People lose their homes and end up in massive
debt due to tax issues. The people with the biggest voices on the left owe millions combined while
forcing tax hikes on us.
Our legislators almost entirely slanted the Banking and Insurance Industries against us all. A hard
working couple can save for years to buy a house. Then when they get their house, they literally have
to buy their bank a house in interest before they get $10,000 in equity. In many blue states, their
property taxes can be equal to a separate mortgage payment.
This all leads to what happened during and after Obama’s tenure; the intentional weaponizing of the
IRS, DOJ, DOE, Department of Education and the BLM against citizens who spoke against them or
didn’t comply with their demands. They used these agencies in a proxy war against us. Citizens forced
into litigation or incarcerated, spending what they built to defend against baseless charges and
government overreach.
The Patriot Act was sold as an Act to protect America while protecting us against terror from abroad.
What it was actually was an Act that justified the existence of that massive NSA server farm used for
spying anywhere in the world. Once social media was invented, the massive act of collecting every
possible bit of data a person could generate and linking similar stuff to similar stuff. It is currently
being used to institute a silent “Social Credit Score” which you have no access to. Your behaviors
determine your score. Lack of compliance to the specified agenda items of the moment will hurt your
score accordingly. This idea was born in China to rate a citizens’ threat level to the Chinese
Communist Party. In time it will impact every aspect of your life. Dr. Fauci’s e-mails confirm Big
Tech and government are working together.
Social media companies get protections from government regulation and in return for this convenience,
businesses like Facebook and your cellphone company collect the data for government that they are not
allowed to collect or have. Your information is bartered daily, subjecting you to a barrage of robocalls,
junk mail and exposing you to potential Identity Theft. All while they’re packing your Representative’s
campaign coffers ensuring you’ll never get them out of office and real protections will never be
instituted into laws that could limit them or make them liable for censorship.

Now, we must speak of some Chairman of a Communist party stuff.
I want to address January 6, 2021. I needed more processing of that day in the context of this writing
and in legal terms. I was also looking for some specifics. I will annotate all related Chapters as (#) in
this section to show the politically motivated denial of these people’s Rights by today’s standard; but its
no different than what King George did to us.
There have been over 700 American Citizens arrested for the January 6th Incident (21). There were
about 535 official arrests made (12). Many people arrested are still being held in jail and 40 are in
solitary confinement since their arrests (4, 5, 10). Conditions have been reported as deplorable and
much worse. Right to free religion has been denied and these American dissidents are being abused by
other left leaning American Citizens (20, 27, 28).
I would suspect a lot of the people who have plead guilty did so because they can’t afford the legal
services needed to stand up to their government who only holds them to keep them off of your
television (6, 7, 22, 25, 26). Nobody arrested has been charged with Insurrection as it has been named.
The majority of charges have been misdemeanors. None arrested had any weapons on their person.
Officer Michael Byrd had a weapon that day and he used it to kill an unarmed, female Unites States Air
Force Veteran named Ashli Babbitt (28). He has not been disciplined, arrested, jailed or even had any
interruption to his employment status (25). Many judges are liberal leaning and have gone out of their
way to make the entire scenario as horrible as possible for the detainees (10, 11, 17 ).
Now look at the references to other chapters. This is not a minor incident. It is the kind of thing that
must not be left to stand. Only problem is a large number of our Congress members and Senators are
selling it as an Insurrection by unarmed citizens. Numerous reports are out there that the 20 unindicted
co-conspirators were actually FBI personnel instigating violence while dressing as Trump Supporters
(15, 17, 23, 29). Our government has clearly declared themselves Superior to the people (14).

*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)

CHAPTER 4
Charge 2 against King George
Neglect of Law
He has forbidden his Governors to pass Laws of immediate and pressing importance, unless
suspended in their operation till his Assent should be obtained; and when so suspended, he has
utterly neglected to attend to them.
We have known about Hillary Clinton’s server for almost 10 years now. There has not been a serious
inquiry into this situation since the news was only a “conspiracy theory”, as described by the media.
There’s also a Hunter Biden laptop that has verified possession and ownership by Hunter prior to
leaving it at a computer repair shop. There is also an Anthony Weiner laptop.
ObamaCare and its Individual Mandate have been determined as Unconstitutional but yet Biden can
wave a pen and reinstate it? This law’s only purpose is to execute the private insurance industry.
Health Insurance used to force compliance is where this always ends.
In the late 1970s both parties ended the ban on their participation in primary elections. Since then they
have used the law change, which neglected to include a representative of We the People, prevent citizen
politicians from ever rising up to challenge them. Discussed more below.
The current state of our government requires Executive Orders to institute needed laws. The House
and Senate are entangled in a battle against members that have no interest in the best interest of this
nation or its citizens. Their goal is to turn the Republic into a simple majority Democracy so their
cheating efforts can gain them complete and total hegemonic control which can never be revoked by
vote.
Our government has instituted a policy of disarm the citizenry and disable any ability for Police to
properly protect the people. Police are scrutinized on every judgment while they’re chasing and
arresting 13 year old kids that are terrorizing the streets with guns. Career criminals are being elevated
to God like levels while LEO’s killed in the line of duty are ignored or mocked.
We fund government and Corporate America’s lavish lifestyles while We the People are forced to pay
compulsory taxes; which opposes the original design of the Constitution. With this money government
funds numerous programs that are not in the best interest of the nation.
We know members of the Congress and Senate have used their knowledge of what laws are changing
and affecting businesses across the nation to enrich themselves via Insider Trading. There was a law
passed which was designed to end this practice, which basically says they were Insider Trading, and
there was never a peep made from the SEC regarding needed massive investigations. The SEC, DOJ,
FBI and State Entities have declined any investigation of any Democrat and the crimes they have
openly and brazenly committed.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)

[ObamaCare still on the books after repeal]
[Parties and their Corporate partners rule, the People fund gov, that is all]
We fund government and Corporate America’s lavish lifestyles while We the People are forced to pay
compulsory taxes; which opposes the original design of the Constitution. With this money government
funds numerous programs that are not in the best interest of the nation.
[Executive Order has become the only method for laws.]
[Gov member condone or encourage assaults on Police and fund Extremist groups while labeling
Patriots as extremists.]
[Lack of Corruption Prosecutions]
[Blocking of SEC/FBI/DOJ probes into CGI & Clintons]

CHAPTER 5
Charge 3 against King George
Right of Representation
He has refused to pass other Laws for the accommodation of large districts of people, unless those
people would relinquish the right of Representation in the Legislature, a right inestimable to
them and formidable to tyrants only.
I would estimate that 90% of Americans do not know that since the late 1970s the parties and their
selected candidates have driven the National Agenda. In the late 1970s the parties united against the
primary laws that prevented them from endorsing candidates before we had our say in a primary
election. They had these laws declared unconstitutional in their states because they said the People
were not represented properly and that without the parties, the People’s voice would not be heard
properly. The People were not properly represented in the original cases. Only the parties were and
there was nobody to appeal to the Supreme Court. Now our voices are not heard at all. With these
laws Bernie gets a fair shake in 2016, there are no Super Delegates. These laws would allow regular
Democrat voters to reject the Socialism the current Democrat party forces down the throats of us all.
As we are about to find out in Arizona, there was a massive cheating campaign deployed against our
free and fair election system by Team Biden. Millions of illegal mail in ballots were injected into the
vote counts. Dead people voted and thousands more voted from non-existent addresses. Counting
machines miscounted votes, or intentionally flipped votes. Other states are lining up to audit their
voting counts.
Every 10 years our Nation does a Census to better structure government to serve the people’s pressing
needs. After the Census, district lines are drawn for voting purposes in each state. Both parties
regularly Gerry mander these re-drawings. We have existing districts that are so broken and busted by
design that it makes voting difficult for many to get to the poles. You can move into an area because
you like your Elected Officials, But a few short years later you can be forced under the thumb of
another. We get no say in these re-drawings, and as it stands now, we never will.
I ran for office in New Jersey as a Republican. I faced a constant barrage of what was clearly illegal
behaviors by my local and county governments during my campaign. I stood up to my county against
their actions in a matter that poisoned 250 children and adults with mercury after a thermometer factory
was converted into a daycare center. I asked when the Board knew the site was contaminated. They
answered when it broke in the papers in 2006. I presented a 2000 report that proved the county knew
in 2000 and the meeting was ended after my questioning of officials. I still have the video recordings,
even though the County Legal TEAM came after me with demands for my recordings. Within days my
employer called me into his office and informed me the County was asking to meet with him.
After I challenged my Local government on matters of re-purposing Super Fund sites for government
uses without remediation I was always followed home by police. There were times my home was
spotlighted in the middle of the night while I was still up after working second shift hours. I have seen
the way the left works, and its despicable.

Voter Fraud is built into the system. When it came time to ratify the Constitution, Southern Democrats
refused because the original design of the Constitution would have freed the slaves in all states. They
negotiated the 3/5ths Clause and agreed to ratify. That Clause is the birth of legalized voter fraud. A
Plantation Massa with 500 slaves would get 301 votes.
Upon your death the Funeral Director is required to notify Social Security of your death. At this point
Social Security can freeze bank accounts and even retract any payments they deem as over payments
now, but nobody freezes your voting registration. The County Probate Offices gets notices of deaths
also. A perfect list of names that could now be used for voter fraud. New Jersey Officials have been
recorded stating that Union Halls are used for stuffing voting machines. Companies like Dominion and
Smartmatic will soon be exposed as a voter fraud factory. Hell, Joe Biden even came out and said
“They had built the largest and most inclusive voter fraud organization in the history of American
politics” and the media covered for him saying he misspoke. Yeah he was not supposed to tell you
months before the election that they were planning on stealing it.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)
[Many Blue States still rely on intimidation or Quid Pro Quo employment to prevent challenges]
[Expand Voter Fraud is built into the system discussion]
[Every close election, when the Democrats are behind there’s always a mystery stash of votes found?]

CHAPTER 6
Charge 4 against King George
Fatiguing the Populace
He has called together legislative bodies at places unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the
depository of their public Records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing them into compliance with
his measures.
Our current Federal Governmental proceedings are the only type of public legislating in this country
which does not allow recording and public questioning or commentary from the floor by citizens. Your
only real means of contact with your government is to watch CSPAN all day or another option is
through letters or character limited e-forms on the internet. 99.999% of these letters and e-letters will
never be seen by your elected representatives. If you’re lucky enough to be a part of that 0.001% and
actually receive a real contact from an actual person in your Rep’s office, you truly are a lucky soul.
The Representatives and Senators have tuned us out years ago. They have also basically locked us out
of affecting any change in our government.
There is currently a fence around the people’s Capital Building. Eight feet tall or more, topped off with
barbed wire and manned by Americans that signed up to serve their country forced to protect those who
continually leave them helpless in battles. The day may very well come when lies and crimes are
exposed and when Justice comes for the guilty, these Americans will be ordered to fire on other
Americans by those accused of Treason, Sedition & Insurrection. This would be the new “Shot heard
‘Round the World”.
Information is coming out that the January 6th event at the Capital was a pre-planned event by our
governments law enforcement apparatuses to destroy the opposition to their election theft. It was a
slanderous attack on those who only wished to preserve the Republic. There is over 10,000 hours of
video covering every inch of the Capital Building that has been stored away under lock and key. They
will not release it because it will be more incriminating than other video releases up to now.
Blue State after Blue State refuses to fully release their people from Corona virus restrictions. They
mass executed the sickest. They destroyed the base of their economy, small businesses. They levied
fines on business owners in the millions of dollars. The people have no recourse to fight this modern
tyranny.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)
[Federal regulations]
[Unnecessary law suits against citizens and businesses]
[COVID]
[Firearms restrictions]

CHAPTER 7
Charge 5 against King George
Opposing Opposition
He has dissolved Representative Houses repeatedly, for opposing with manly firmness his
invasions on the rights of the people.
The prior mentioned gerrymandering of the election process leads to the people not being represented
properly and not being able to remove these bad politicians from office. The attempt to turn voter fraud
into the only type of legalized voting has endangered our entire political, economic and institutional
system.
Government’s unholy alliance with big tech has given “subliminal” control of our nation’s conscience
to our government officials to control the sharing of information to control elections and social events.
Any attempt to share facts backed up by multiple sources is met with a Fallacy based system of
discrediting the posters and adjusting their Social Credit Score down accordingly. They will also
restrict your ability to post or throttle down your ability to be seen based on what you post.
The permanent funding of MSM propaganda machine thru the 1996 Telecomm Act will ensure that
anyone who speaks outside of the bounds of the approved agenda will be decimated using any and all
ways, means and methods they can find to use against you in service to our government.
Your information is bartered daily, subjecting you to a barrage of robocalls, junk mail and exposing you
to potential Identity Theft. They use the name you built on social media to sell and push ads to your
contacts. Generating millions daily in ad revenue and you never know they used your name. All this
and more while they’re packing your Representative’s campaign coffers ensuring you’ll never get them
out of office and real protections will never be instituted into laws that could limit them or make them
liable for censorship. This is digital and economic warfare…
When you speak against any of their agenda points you can be silenced by the Tech Companies.
Senator Schumer has a daughter, Allison who works for Facebook. Dr. Fauci has a daughter that works
for Twitter. Dr. Fauci’s e-mails clearly make a connection to Facebook silencing citizens for the
government. There is NEVER a reason for Dr. Fauci to be in contact with Mark Zuckerberg.
With the explosion of the internet, we need to realize that the 1996 Telecom Act is outdated
and was designed as an impediment to anti-status quo groups spreading a message. It structures a
Cable Company’s regulations in a manner which did not sufficiently regulate them as mass Internet
providers. It encourages cable channel bundling which takes money from users who may never
watch CNN or MSDNC and pays the networks guaranteed monthly fees while blocking networks
without agendas from their channel lineups. If Cable companies were based on users selections
of channels, like streaming services, these Fraud News networks would wither and die on their
Kudzulike vines of lies. This is the only way to end the Propaganda Machine the Telecom Act
intentionally created.
We also need to include cellular phones in any legislation to realign our nation’s information
networks. Phones provide the same services as Cable Companies and should be treated the same.

We need to legislatively end the pre-packaged and usually locked phones. You can not buy a phone
now, locked or unlocked, without Google, Facebook and Twitter’s core programming installed on that
device. People who purchase a phone should own that phone and decide what does and does not get
access to that device’s location, operating system or user specific personal information. Users should
have the ability to leave providers they do not wish to fund. If a phone company wishes to offer
phones for free then they can use locked phones & pre-loaded software packages provided they inform
the buyers of the information risks. Other sites such as Gab, Gettr and Parler could offer software
packages that can offer the same services as google without all the Nazi level restricting, monitoring
and data mining.
There will be Anti-Trust suits coming in the Future. Telecomm, News, Television and Internet have all
been conglomerated and can no longer be allowed any access to the fiber of this nation unless they are
split up and parted out to the ash heap of history and rebuilt using proper regulations that are fair and
equal with no infringement of any American’s Rights. We need is an “American Technology Bill of
Rights”. A real bill, not another scheme of loopholes but real protections for Americans on a
worldwide digital battleground. Just because our papers are digital does not give us any less protection
under the 4th Amendment.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)

CHAPTER 8
Charge 6 against King George
Exposed to Invasion
He has refused for a long time, after such dissolutions, to cause others to be elected; whereby the
Legislative powers, incapable of Annihilation, have returned to the People at large for their
exercise; the State remaining in the mean time exposed to all the dangers of invasion from
without, and convulsions within.
Current and former members of our government, in my opinion, are funding ANTIFA and other violent
protests against the fiber of America’s existence. These people also have spoken out against fascism
while their actions prove fascism is their goal, except with them in charge. The Democrat party has
turned Immigration into infiltration for the purpose of securing electoral victories while denying us the
right to a secure voting system by requiring ID to vote while they repeatedly flood districts with illegal
voters and re-voters. Alabama is the example of this. The video of the young man saying he was
brought from another state to vote against Judge Roy Moore is appalling and evidentiary.
Our government executed a plot across all offices, agencies and unofficial back channels to prevent the
election of Donald Trump as President as soon as he announced he was running. When he won, these
assets were moved to a destroy his Presidential Administration. They used a bio weapon from China.
They used a Climate Change agenda violated by China. They claimed Russian interference while the
Democratic Candidate’s son was taking checks from Russia and China. This is a blatant coup by
American, Domestic Enemies, and hostile foreign nations.
Our national infrastructure and military are super dependent on electronics but we make almost no
electronic parts here. Every single American is dependent on food and our food transportation
network. A lot of our food producers are owned by non-American entities. Its a plan for a future
disaster.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)
[Gov run Sedition, FBI, DOJ, NSA]

CHAPTER 9
Charge 7 against King George
Illegal Immigration
He has endeavoured to prevent the population of these States; for that purpose obstructing the
Laws for Naturalization of Foreigners; refusing to pass others to encourage their migrations
hither, and raising the conditions of new Appropriations of Lands.
What more can we say about Illegal Immigration??? These downtrodden people are used as tools by
the Left. They are promised benefits and more with guarantees of no retribution for breaking the law.
Then when that bill comes due, the Liberals who baited them in just return home to their mansions and
plush suites in DC; many of which are staffed by illegals. Obama’s administration advertised in
Mexico, Central and South America for the express purpose of bringing anti-American immigrants here
to flood the voting system with illegal voters. These people brought many diseases once wiped from
the landscape of America long ago. This is a direct biological attack against the American People.
Obama was also bringing proxy soldiers from Syria, Libya and other openly hostile countries to the
United States and her People. They also hope to use their ‘Rules for Radicals’ to break the US
economy. Homes that should have hard working American families in them are now occupied by
people who live entirely off the US entitlement system.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)

CHAPTER 10
Charge 8 against King George
Administration of Justice
He has obstructed the Administration of Justice, by refusing his Assent to Laws for establishing
Judiciary powers.
We are literally overloaded on cases and way undermanned in the Judge department. The Senate
creates a false log jam as a punishment for electing Republicans by not confirming Judges. For
decades Republicans have been holding their noses and confirming judges they knew would legislate
from the bench but Democrats will only budge on judges when they are in power. President Trump did
a lot to help this and he was constantly attacked for it. Your need for honest and blind Justice has been
overwhelmed by the Democrats desire for full control of The People in opposition to every fiber of the
Constitution.
We had a sitting United States Congresswoman intimidate a jury after she threatened a sitting President
and anyone who would vote for him. 450 citizens sit in a DC jail without due process. While those
who unpeacefully protest, sell drugs, rob stores, assault citizens, set fires, loot and burn down National
historical churches get released without bail. Why would the Democrats seem afraid to let them speak
out after release?
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)

CHAPTER 11
Charge 9 against King George
Owning the Legislative Branch
He has made Judges dependent on his Will alone, for the tenure of their offices, and the amount
and payment of their salaries.
All judges are paid by the Local, State or Federal governments. If you exercise your right to redress a
tyrannical government using your God given rights, these government employees decide if you’re
psychotic or patriotic. This was proven out in the Bundy standoff. Those people were proven to have
acted legally under their Rights. Now a man is dead and his friends and Family have been vindicated.
The Judiciary has partnered with Insurance, Corporate and other entities that have been elevated above
The People for the purpose of turning our Judicial System into a cash generating system of injustice
against We the People.
Many lawyers will not pursue a government entity out of fear of not being able to do public work later.
Many Lawyers and judges do public work and kickback a percentage to re-election campaigns. This
happens on all levels from Local to Federal. Judges are no different post appointment.
Look no further than the Supreme Court post 2020 election to see how the corrupt system is worked by
crooked politicians. There is no reason a sitting Chief Justice would run kicking and screaming from a
challenge to the election results. Some say Chief Justice Roberts is compromised and leveraged due to
a photo of him with Jeffrey Epstein’s assistant Ghislaine Maxwell. Clarence Thomas warned, “John
this will be the end of the Democracy” after Chief Justice Roberts refused to even look at compelling
evidence which is now being backed up by the audit in Arizona.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)

CHAPTER 12
Charge 10 against King George
Harassing our People
He has erected a multitude of New Offices, and sent hither swarms of Officers to harrass our
people, and eat out their substance.
1 in every 15 Americans is in the employment of some government entity, be it local, state or federal.
That is over 21 million people. If you take into account those who survive on federal funding such as
welfare and other government plans which is somewhere in the 21% range. That is another 61 million
people. For a total of 82 million of 320 million citizens that are loyal to government for their
sustenance. If there was a second Civil War that’s 82,000,000 people who will fight AGAINST
preserving the Republic to keep their sustenance, housing and health insurance.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)

CHAPTER 13
Charge 11 against King George
Standing Armies
He has kept among us, in times of peace, Standing Armies without the Consent of our
legislatures.
ANTIFA, professional protesters and liberally miseducated college students are their standing Army.
Liberal minded Professors, funders and politicians are their Generals. Those who are incited to violence
by their identity politics are their infantry.
Many businesses face regulations that cost millions and do little to accomplish what they’re advertised
to do. They punish American energy producers while they celebrate China who produces more CO2
than all nations combined. They fight to stop oil recovery and distribution while seeming to appear to
buy oil from our enemies at a higher price than self production. They constantly sell how Republicans
are in the pockets of Big Oil while the times they control government have some of the highest gas
prices of that timeline
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)
[Armies of Government regulators]
[Armies of party loyals that subdue citizens desire or ability to run]
[Prior mention of domination of parties in primaries]

CHAPTER 14
Charge 12 against King George
Superior to the People
He has affected to render the Military independent of and superior to the Civil power.
The Obama Administration has proved that the Democrats will turn any government entity against We
the People to accomplish their totalitarian goals. The current lock down of Capital Hill will eventually
pit a citizen versus a military member. Its what Americans do. We oppose those who oppress us. 240+
years of history is your fact check.
The left bullies and denigrates anyone who does not agree with them. They have no intention of
debating you on facts. They know the facts, they know they have ill intent and they get rabid when you
challenge them and force them to defend their dumpster fire of a political and historical record. They
have sent an army of Federal Agents to round up their enemies. They have illegally punished them for
opposing them. They killed men like LeVoy Fincum to prove they will make you compliant or else.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)
[Current lockdown of Capital Hill]
The left bullies and denigrates anyone who does not agree with them.

CHAPTER 15
Charge 13 against King George
Conspired with other against us
He has combined with others to subject us to a jurisdiction foreign to our constitution, and
unacknowledged by our laws; giving his Assent to their Acts of pretended Legislation:
The creation of ANTIFA and the Fake Anti-Trump protests the Democrat party has proven that America
will either exist under their totalitarian rule or they will do what ever they can to destroy her from the
inside out. Hillary has made deals with the Russians for Uranium. Will they be giving to their trading
partner Iran. When Iran develops nukes and use them against Israel or other allied nations, it will show
that American Uranium was used to facilitate the mass murder while implicating us and making it
appear that Iran was not involved in the attack?
Dr. Fauci’s e-mails prove he colluded with China to release a bio weapon to affect an election. He
received his orders from elected and powerful Democrats to work with foreign entities and Big Tech to
control the narrative.
They have spun a lie based on their perception of a racial divide they swear is worse than the years of
slavery. When a Police officer is forced to shoot or restrain a career criminal they weaponize the anger
in their poorest areas that they created by killing any chance of hope thru miseducation and extreme
demotivation. Then they plant the idea that burning and looting a town is a form of reparations and
they are entitled to do that.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)
[Soros]
[Russia Collusion hoax]
[Allowing spying & allowing foreign agents access to classified material]

CHAPTER 16
Charge 14 against King George
Quartered soldiers amongst us
For Quartering large bodies of armed troops among us:
ANTIFA is a weaponized fighting force. They just can’t really get any support outside extremely blue
states and our Democrat Elected Officials and government employees. Colleges have radicalized
students to be extreme leftists, marxists and anarchists by the admission of the radicals or those who
“educate” them. They are not shy about saying it will be their way or they will destroy what ever will
make you comply.
We have scientists and military members from around the world in our colleges. They are learning that
our education institutions are just brain washing facilities for liberal leftist training. They take this
back home and foreign governments learn that at this pace, America will cease to exist through self
destruction as predicted by Abraham Lincoln.
Colleges have radicalized students to be extreme leftists and anarcists.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)

CHAPTER 17
Charge 15 against King George
Protecting by Mock Trial
For protecting them, by a mock Trial, from punishment for any Murders which they should
commit on the Inhabitants of these States:
2 words… RUSSIA COLLUSION. Hillary Clinton appears to almost everyone in the United States
that she has committed crimes against America. She left a sitting Ambassador to be tortured to death
while his Marine guards were also murdered. They armed Mexican drug cartels. They also evacuated
Iraq and left ISIS billions in American armaments and vehicles they later used against our warriors left
to fend for themselves with limited Rules for Engagement. The main stream media has, since the days
of Bill Clinton’s rapes, protected the criminals dictating policy to us.
2 more words… Ashli Babbitt. They have denied justice in the death of an unarmed woman in the
Capital but want to celebrate the death of a career criminal who’s autopsy revealed he died of a drug
overdose trying to hide his drugs from the Police.
There has been a long list of deaths at the hands of our government, 59 may belong to 1 family. Many
more have died in places from Waco to Somalia to New York State Nursing Homes and some at the end
of a needle jab.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)

CHAPTER 18
Charge 16 against King George
Trade
For cutting off our Trade with all parts of the world:
Unfair trade agreements have cut off a lot of potential outbound trade while flooding our nation with
products from every nation of the world that exports. All this while intentionally tying the hands of
America’s businesses. These policies are turning once thriving manufacturing zones into wastelands
and condemning us to the perils of dying neighborhoods and local economies. We the People, since the
late 1800s, have been innovators in many fields while hostile nations are given free, secret access to
our greatest resources and inventions to replicate them in a cheaper manner using Communist or
Socialist controlled slave labor. This forces the American worker out of the system and into new career
fields because we are importing what we used to make at a higher level of quality; exchanged for
inferior foreign made products. We were on a good path back but that got derailed by the 2020
election.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)

CHAPTER 19
Charge 17 against King George
Taxes without Consent
For imposing Taxes on us without our Consent:
“The Power to Tax, is the Power to Destroy” Daniel Webster
We once had a Chief Justice who stood firm on the words of Daniel Webster and asserted that there has
to be a point where taxation becomes excessive. Our current Supreme Court believes that every cent
you may acquire or spend must be taxed. America was built on the guy who would go out and do work
outside of his regular job to help make ends meet and to bless his family with more than just the basics.
There is always a reason to raise or create a tax. There is never an abolition of a tax.
ObamaCare ring a bell? 548 Congressmen and Senators did not even read the bill that was not written
by them but by special interests puppets who longed for a single payer healthcare system to break the
American economy. We were told ‘We had to pass it before we could see what was in it.’ We were
promised a swift repeal after what 57 ‘attempts’? Now its ‘repealed’ but sure seems to still exist. Its
all fraud designed to appear as Legislation in process. ObamaCare covered some but many more lost
their insurance in an attempt to force The People to crawl to the government to beg for insurance. Our
Supreme Court allowed this by certifying that any fines or fees were a tax.
Look at taxes this way. Government prints a dollar, they lend the dollar to a bank at 0% interest. Your
employer gets a loan for improvement at 5%. He spends the dollar and pays sales tax. He makes
another dollar, he pays an income tax. Payday comes and he pays you dollars and is forced to take
about 10% out of your check as a tax collector for the Federal and State governments. You then get gas
and pay a gas/highway tax, groceries you pay sales tax. In every mortgage check you write your
paying property taxes and school taxes so your kids can be miseducated and learn they never have to
leave your basement. Taxes are like Oxygen, they’re omnipresent. They are also a tool of oppression.
Most who want to leave high tax states can’t because they live check to check and can’t afford to leave.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)
[Internet tax, its always tax everyone but never how to not tax anyone]
[Constitution cites no taxes. Due to WW1 an income tax was amended into the laws. Should have
been a clear plan to repay the war debt with no Amendment]

CHAPTER 20
Charge 18 against King George
Trial by Jury
For depriving us in many cases, of the benefits of Trial by Jury:
The benefits of the Trial by Jury is not just being decided if you are guilty or innocent it also includes
receiving Justice for crimes against yourself, family or Country. No such thing has happened for the
American People regarding the many scams of the Clinton Family Crime Syndicate and their deep state
operations. Our legislators make millions annually using insider trading to pad their wealth. They
inflict harm to the people with things like ObamaCare while raiding The People’s wealth.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)

CHAPTER 21
Charge 19 against King George
Tried for Pretend Offences
For transporting us beyond Seas to be tried for pretended offences
Bureau of Land Management and The Bundy Family. Tortured for years by government. Lavoy
Fincum murdered and in the end all charges against the Bundys ended in acquittal. The government
has stolen their equity forcing them into that fight.
Trump under multiple Impeachments & continuing prosecution even after he left office. New York
State pursuing anything they can charge Trump with. He has been audited each of the last 25 years
with no problems. Will they eventually give in and fabricate something? Would not be the first time.
Since Trump declared, the democrats chased after his tax returns. Have any democrats ever released a
tax return? Biden did before the 2020 election and it showed $16 million plus in income while his son
made $87,000 a month, got $1.5 Billion from the Chinese and a $3.5 Million payment from a Russian
Oligarch.
George Papadopoulos was invited to a lunch to meet a guy that was an undercover FBI agent. He
dropped $10,000 in George’s lap and left. Then he was prosecuted for a crime. The DOJ has an online
published memo naming names in child porn and Hunter Biden has a laptop full of it, but there isn’t
even an investigation into any of it.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)
Trump under multiple Impeachments & continuing prosecution even after he left office.
Allies of Trump targeted for personal & financial destruction.

CHAPTER 22
Charge 20 against King George
Arbitrary Governmental
For abolishing the free System of English Laws in a neighbouring Province, establishing therein
an Arbitrary government, and enlarging its Boundaries so as to render it at once an example and
fit instrument for introducing the same absolute rule into these Colonies:
We are surrounded by nations around the world that have succumbed to Globalism. Some nations have
been willingly enslaved. Other nations were conquered by submission of a government when its
people were not willing. The latter is what our government is attempting to complete.
Nations like Germany & Sweden have massive rape and assault outbreaks while the Leaders defend
those committing heinous crimes against their people. They flood their nations with people screaming
we will kill you. Ignoring Immigration laws and criminalizing the prosecution of laws causes what at
best can be called an unbalanced Justice System. At worst its a Third World Kangaroo Court. No
Justice System can stand under these circumstances. It always devolves into street violence.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)
Ignoring Immigration laws and criminalizing the prosecution of those laws.

CHAPTER 23
Charge 21 against King George
Altering Our form of Governmental
For taking away our Charters, abolishing our most valuable Laws, and altering fundamentally
the Forms of our Governments:
Our laws from Treason to Illegal Immigration have, by precedent, been deemed null and void. In a fair
Republic you can not subject one citizen to trial for crimes others are absolved of without trial. This is
the exact definition of a kangaroo court. Things like the FBI not only protecting people like Hillary but
projecting her crimes on the newly elected President and people related to him is an injustice never
before seen in the World.
The Democrats have spoken a lot about removing the Filibuster and SCOTUS Packing. Either of
which they would do in a hurry for a half a good chance to silence their enemies.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)
2020 Election fraud
Removing the Filibuster
SCOTUS Packing

CHAPTER 24
Charge 22 against King George
Power in all Cases
For suspending our own Legislatures, and declaring themselves invested with power to legislate
for us in all cases whatsoever.
Our right to self governance has been suspended due to the fact that no legislation has been produced
since the 1980s that actually benefits the people. We have been relegated to ‘funding source’ while
Corporations run a muck behind our representatives plowing the road ahead of them. Our
Representatives make millions. Their kids get good jobs. The people lose their power because they
don’t have the money to ‘tip’ as well as corporations.
Pelosi openly said no Covid 19 bill until Trump was out of office, did she know of upcoming fraud in
the 2020 election? Does a Dominion agent work for her Capital Hill office? A stupid man blindly
trusts a politician. Even in the best of times you should assume government is corrupt, because of the
worst times you find out how corrupt they are, because that’s what causes the hard times. If this were
not true, our Constitution would not need to exist.
Slavery started a Civil War when the Southern Democrat states decided to fight and cost America
640,000 souls, instead of allowing All Men to Be Created Equal. When they lost and the Emancipation
Proclamation set all men free many Republicans were winning offices across the south. Post election
losing Democrats would over run their offices and force the Republicans to turn over their offices by
violence and threats of family harm.
Throughout the post Civil War Reconstruction Plantation owners would arrange runs into the North to
kidnap blacks they believed could have been freed or escaped slaves. Many blacks were killed for a lot
of different reasons over a long time. These atrocities were committed by whites but they were mostly
white southern democrats. Those days are long gone but the history has to remain or it will happen
again.
Then came a man who took the least educated and educated them. Many were the weakest among the
people, he gave their voice strength. Dr. King raised his people up and gave his life so his people could
be everyone’s people. Only judged by their character not their color. After numerous tries over 100
years those southern Democrats caved and agreed that All Men are created equal and under President
Johnson Equal Rights were finally granted.
So yeah, Democrats have a verifiable history of loving Power for Oppression before they were against
it...
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)
Pelosi openly saying no CV-19 bill until Trump was out of office (she knew of impending fraud?)

CHAPTER 25
Charge 23 against King George
Out of his Protection
He has abdicated Government here, by declaring us out of his Protection and waging War against
us.
Our government, as designed, has been rendered null & void in regards to laws to help or protect us.
Grey areas are intentionally left in laws so that the criminals have more rights than their victims. In
instances like the IRS scandal, government has committed ‘Theft of Equity’ via illegal and unnecessary
legal actions against citizens who have only committed the crime or speaking against President Obama.
Now when you attack President Trump you become a hero for pushing a non-reality based agenda.
Currently Biden is sending $87 Million to the IRS so they can begin targeting Conservatives.
Our government wages war on us regularly. Mostly economic but lately they have been push the rage
meter closer to violence. This is their Identity Politics War. They will use it to take your home, job and
whatever else to force your compliance.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)

CHAPTER 26
Charge 24 against King George
Destroyed the lives of our People
He has plundered our seas, ravaged our Coasts, burnt our towns, and destroyed the lives of our
people.
Towns and large swaths of American Cities lie in waste due to gun violence, miseducation, lack of
opportunity and ghettoizing a few generations of people of all races, creeds and colors. Cities like
Chicago have disarmed their population and more than 50 people a month are murdered. These cities
also provide safe harbor to people who conspire with gun runners, drug cartels and murders. We have
waters polluted by industries and the government response is always fines that the people harmed never
see.
Does anything about Covid lock downs that doesn’t represent this accusation? Increased pricing across
the board for gas, utilities, food, lumber and more. First Inflation Report under Biden is +6%, and it
will probably be adjusted up later.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)

CHAPTER 27
Charge 25 against King George
Mercenaries against the People
He is at this time transporting large Armies of foreign Mercenaries to compleat the works of
death, desolation and tyranny, already begun with circumstances of Cruelty & perfidy scarcely
paralleled in the most barbarous ages, and totally unworthy the Head of a civilized nation.
Syrian refugees and others imported from hostile countries to undermine the authority of the American
People via illegal voter fraud and crimes against the people such as Kate Steinle. Failure to enforce
Visa expirations has brought us such horrifying events as 9/11, Pulse Night Club shooting and many
other events formerly identified as ‘Workplace violence’ while the bulk of blame was dumped on legal
and responsible gun owners.
After almost every shooting incident there is a recurring phrase, “The FBI was aware of them and had
spoken with them before” or “they had a prior report”. So they made a list of all the unbalanced people
for what??? Did they publish it? Did they use it to periodically check back? No, they usually show up
again after the shootings.
Our employers have been their tax collectors for decades. Now they expect them to monitor and report
anything they want to know about you. This is strong arming and is illegal. If your lucky they won’t
create more restrictions and mandates and put you out of business as they have done to 1000s of others.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)

CHAPTER 28
Charge 26 against King George
Executioners of their friends and Brethren
He has constrained our fellow Citizens taken Captive on the high Seas to bear Arms against their
Country, to become the executioners of their friends and Brethren, or to fall themselves by their
Hands.
Gun violence driven by lack of education, hope and employment options has turned our nation into a
battleground no different than Gettysburg or Appomattox. Americans killing Americans to fight
freedom with the oppression by the left. The level of miseducation in America is criminal. Our
children are taught that their Rights become subjective to the needs of all people and they are not even
thought to write in cursive so they can read our founding documents and determine for themselves the
Freedoms they are guaranteed. These miseducated people come out and destroy towns and businesses
under the guise of free speech while assaulting those who exercise their Freedoms to protect the
Republic. Those who do not prescribe to their perversions of the rules of the Republic are assaulted by
the government’s warriors of change known as the FBI, DOJ, IRS and any other broadsword they can
wield against us.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)

CHAPTER 29
Charge 27 against King George
Domestic Insurrections Amongst Us
He has excited domestic insurrections amongst us, and has endeavoured to bring on the
inhabitants of our frontiers, the merciless Indian Savages, whose known rule of warfare, is an
undistinguished destruction of all ages, sexes and conditions.
Again, ANTIFA. They lead marches against Free Speech that doesn’t promote their sick twisted unAmerican agenda. The Women’s March is led by a proponent of Sharia law which sees women as a
property of men who are not allowed but required to beat, rape and mutilate them as they, their masters
see fit.
Trump was recorded using crass language and it was used as an example of his hatred of women while
his Administration has more high ranking women than any administration before his. When what he
really said was “When you’re rich and powerful, women will let you just grab them by their ___”. He
is not wrong. We have a VP that was accused of sleeping her way into a DA job. The problem is, they
want to teach your daughters its easier to sleep your way to the top than to work and get there. That’s
how their long term financier Harvey Weinstein ended up in jail.
Every opposition to the left is met with 2 basic retorts; its either Systemic Racism or White Supremacy.
This transference of sins is because if they were upfront and truthful about their agenda, we would
probably drag them out behind the chemical sheds regardless of the dragger’s political party.
*CHAPTER NOTES (to add)

30. Closing Statement

